A nonlinear problem of mean-square approximation of a real nonnegative continuous function with respect to two variables by the modulus of double Fourier integral dependent on two real parameters with use of the smoothing functional is studied. Finding the optimal solutions of this problem is reduced to solution of the Hammerstein type two-dimensional nonlinear integral equation. The numerical algorithms to find the branching lines and branching-off solutions of this equation are constructed and justified. Numerical examples are presented.
Introduction
A variational problem about mean-square approximation of a real finite function by the modulus of double Fourier integral with use of smoothing functional [1] is studied. The nonuniqueness and branching of solutions is an essential feature of nonlinear approximation problem. The problem of finding a set of branching points is insufficiently investigated nonlinear two-parameter spectral problem. The existence of connected components of the spectrum, which in the case of real parameters, similarly as in [2] , are spectral lines, is essential difference of two-dimensional spectral problems compared with onedimensional ones.
The algorithms for finding the lines of possible branching of solutions of the Hammerstein type nonlinear equation, which are based on implicit functions methods, are proposed and justified. The algorithms for numerical finding the optimal solutions of the approximation problem are constructed and justified also. Numerical examples are presented.
Note that this class of problems are widely used at solving the inverse problems of radio physics, acoustics and so on [3, 4] .
Problem Formulation, Basic Equations and Relations
Consider 
1 Parameters c 1 , c 2 are physical parameters of the object being investigated. In particular, in the antennas synthesis problems these parameters characterize the electrical sizes of aperture of radiating system and a solid angle in which the necessary energetic characteristic of radiation is given [4] . 
Since the domain is limited, the integral in (1) exists in the usual sense [5] for an arbitrary function . Here the function
f s s is continuous and quadratically integrable.
Consider the problem about approximation of a real continuous and nonnegative function 
Here the first summand describes the mean-square deviation of the modulus of the Fourier integral from the given function
F s s in the domain  . The second summand imposes constraints on the norm of the Fourier integral prototype,  is a weight (regularizing) parameter.
Equating the Hato differential of the functional (4) to zero and taking into account (1), we write the equation concerning the function U that describes the fixed points in the space : Further we introduce to shorten records the following notations:
Taking into account that a set of zeros   N A consists only of zero element, and acting on both parts of (5) by operator A , we obtain equivalent to (5) equation
On the contrary, let
 be a solution of (6). The operator A  acts from the space into the space 
and the right part of (6) is a result of action of operator
Thus owing to the fact that AU f    , we write this equality in the form
Based on this property, the operator retains the nonnegative functions cone
Since a set of values of operator A is a set of continuous functions [5] , belonging to the space
and a set of continuous functions in the domain  , is dense in the space 2 [5], we shall investigate the   L  solutions of (6) in the space .
On the basis of decomplexification [7] we consider the 
Norms in these spaces we shall introduce as:
The Equation (6) in decomplexified space     we reduce to equivalent to it system of equations           1  1  1  1 1  1 2   1  1  2  2 1  2 2   ,  ,, , ,,
where 
: ,
I is a unit operator in ( ) C  . We show that operator , Q Q such that whenever
On this basis we have (18) Above it is shown that the integral operator in the right part of (18) is self-adjoint and positively determined. Hence, its eigenvalues are real and nonnegative [9] . From here follows that cannot be eigenvalue of (18 
From here follows, that is a limited operator. 
e write (13) in the form 
g into account these equalities we obt
Analogously we obtain
Thus, from equalities (20) and (21) follows
Therefore, is a continuous operator fro 
Thus the functions of a set are equapoten-
Uniform boundedness of a set follows fr
is an arbitrary function of a set S M . Thus r 1 B is completely continuous in the the operato first equation of system (19) . Complete continuity of operator 2 B is proved analogously. Let , )
we have
.
Analogously we obtain: (10), we obtain the solution of (5), tionary point of functional (4) . Concerning the synthesis problems of lin which is a sta ear radiator for the case of one-dimensional domains  the solutions of system of equations similar to (13) re investigated, in particular, in [13] . The obtained there results show that nonuniquness and branching of solutions, dependent on the size of physical parameters of the problem are characteristic for special case of equations of type (13) (when variables are separated). The results [13] can not be transferred directly to two-dimensional nonlinear integral equations of type (7). Here unlike the branching points [13] there exist branching lines of solutions, and the problem of finding the branching lines is not enough investigated nonlinear two-parameter spectral problem.
a . Equations of a Set of Branching Points
the case when the kernel of (7) determined by (8) 
Assuming in (23)
we obtain the second kind Fredholm in equation with symmetric and even kernel
Here the right part
is a nonnegative function. It was shown that corresponding to (24) homogeneous Equation (18) has only zero solution. From here follows that (24) has unique solution 0 ( ) f Q , belonging to the space ( ) C  and
we shall call as initial solution of a system of Equations (13).
To find the branching lines and complex solutions of (7), which branch-off from the real solution 
converging uniformly to zero as c is necessary also to take into accou
. In addition, it e direction of convergence of vector to Put
and we shall find the de ired so tio s lu n in the form
Further we omit the dependence of functions
w Q   and   , , Q    on parameters  and  for reduction of notations. Present some properties of integrands in (13). They are co and (27) i t ir series with respect to the fu ntinuous functions of arguments. We substitute (26) n (13). Then in egrands expand in the un formly convergence powe nctional arguments w ,  and numerical parameters  ,  in the neighborhood of point
Here , 
(33) that is to a nonlinear two-dimensional spectral problem [14, 15] . The eigenvalues of this equatio of n form a set points of possible branching of solutions of a system of nonlinear Equations (29), (30). Corresponding eigenfunctions are used to construct the branching-off solu tions of equations [16] .
Note, that construction and justification of convergence of numerical algorithms to solve the nonlinear two-parametric spectral problem on eigenvalues (33) it is necessary to solve the corresponding auxiliary one-parameter nonlinear spectral problem [14] . In this connection at first we consider two-parameter nonlinear spectral problem on the general (operational) level in the Banach spaces.
Nonlinear Spectral 4. Two-Dimensional Problem

Statement of the Problem. Existence Conditions of Descrete Spectrum of Operator-Function
Note that different approaches are used to discretization of the original problems [7, 14] at construction of the numerical algorithms to find the solutions of various typ r spectral problems. That is to say that es of nonlinea original problems in the Banach functional spaces E are replaced by the corresponding problems in the finitehe ques mate solutions of iscretization problems to tions of initial probdimensional spaces n E (  n  ). In addition t tion of convergence of ex approxi act solu d lems, whenever dim n E   , n   is important, since the input and approximated equations are considered in various spaces.
Let E be a complex Banach space,   
in which it is necessary to find the eigenvalues
to them eigenand corresponding
In pa n rticular, in view of (33), the operator-functio
Here   , , (40) s is reduced to finding the roots of the determinant of n -th order that is the roots of equation 
, ij a   arguments, the are continuously differentiable functions of partial derivatives [17] .
are determined by the rules of determinant deri der the auxiliary eter s tral problem, ne cial case of (34). Assume that variable 
Analogously to (40) we consider a approximate sequence of discrete problem of (42)
Denote the spectrum of operator-function
For the spectrum   s A of the prob w lem (34) the following theorem is valid. Theorem 2. Let the follo ing conditions be satisfied: 
are the Fredholm operators with zero index for any
A . Then the following statements are true: 1) every point of spectrum
ens ce
and the finite-dimensional root subspace t; orrespond to i 2) for each 
is the root of (41), then from here follows that , ,   is the i  , i.e.  solated point of spectrum.
Finding the Connected Components of a Spectrum
the exi Thus, assuming stence of discrete spectrum
and solvi em (42), set of the eigenv ng an auxiliary one-dimensional spectral p we find a alues
To find the c cted com onne ponents of a spectrum in some neighborhoods of the points
consider the we problem on finding the solutions of quation e   
To Selection of Parameter 
We shall present some argumentations concerning the choice of the weight parameter of regularization  in the optimization criteria (4). Many of works (see, [23] [24] [25] [26] [23, 25] . The principle of residual is the most applicable one in practice. Here we choose such number   for which acy the equality with the necessary accur 
